Analysis of a Protein Network Related to Copy Number Variations in Autism Spectrum Disorder.
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder, with strong genetic influences as evidenced by its high heritability. Submicroscopic variations (ranging from one kilobase to several megabases) in DNA, called copy number variations (CNVs), have been associated with psychiatric diseases, including ASD. We aimed to identify CNVs in children diagnosed with idiopathic ASD. We used microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization analysis to detect the CNVs, and bioinformatic tools to evaluate their pathogenic potential, based on predicted functional aspects. Using combined cytogenetic and bioinformatic tools, we identified an autism network of genes/proteins related to the CNVs. Among the 40 children analyzed, we found 14 potentially pathogenic CNVs, including those previously associated with ASD (located at 16p11.2, 15q11.2, and 7p21 regions). We suggest that the most relevant biological process and functional attributes involve olfactory receptors. The CNV-related autism network comprised 90 proteins and 754 nodes and indicated the family of olfactory receptors as a significant pathway in ASD. Olfactory receptors were previously associated with neurologic diseases, and they are possibly related to cognition. This integrative analysis that combines cytogenetics and bioinformatics is a promising approach to understand complex conditions such as ASD.